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INFLUENCE OF VANET SYSTEM ON MOVEMENT 
OF TRAFFIC FLOWS IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
ABSTRACT
The paper presents Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) 
system based on an analysis of the movement of a motor-
cade in an emergency situation. This analysis seeks to an-
swer the question: when and under what conditions Emer-
gency Message (EM) sent by Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) system 
reaches the final target to help in preventing of serious acci-
dents, such as multi-vehicle collisions. The model of calcula-
tion based on the key principles of vehicle braking enables 
finding the time to possible collision and the residual veloc-
ity of the vehicle. In the calculations, the average values of 
the driver’s reaction time are accepted; in addition, a sent 
emergency message is considered to be free of interfer-
ence. Upon choosing different road and driving conditions, 
it is found what vehicle of the motorcade stops before the 
possible obstacle on emergency braking. The performance 
of vehicles with and without VANET system is compared.
KEY WORDS
VANET; vehicle communication; braking; emergency stop; 
time to collision; residual velocity;
1. INTRODUCTION
In scientific publications, various kinds of traffic 
accidents are discussed; they include collisions of 
vehicles [1], hitting a pedestrian [2], knocking of ve-
hicles against obstacles and so on. To avoid knocking 
of the following vehicles against appearing obstacles, 
or stopped vehicles, the braking parameters, the ad-
herence properties [3], the driving velocities and other 
factors should be taken into account. The adherence 
of the wheels of a vehicle with the pavement depends 
on the type and the quality of the latter [4, 5]. In the 
research work carried out by the Department of Trans-
portation Engineering, three key types of traffic events 
were singled out: non-observance of a safe distance 
between vehicles, head-on collisions, off-going from 
the road and knocking against an obstacle. In the 
course of research, it was found that the above-listed 
types of traffic events account for about 75% of all traf-
fic accidents.
Upon striving to improve the working conditions for 
drivers and to reduce the accident rate, special infor-
mation systems united by the joint conception – so 
called Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are de-
veloped and improved. The essential part of ITS is Ve-
hicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) [6]. Vehicular ad hoc 
networks (VANETs) are networks in which each node 
is a vehicle. Such systems aim to provide communi-
cations between individual vehicles and between ve-
hicles and nearby fixed equipment, or roadside units. 
The goal of VANETs is to improve the traffic safety by 
providing timely information to drivers and concerned 
authorities.
The concept of VANET is used when talking about 
communication technologies between vehicles and 
ITS infrastructure to improve, among others, road 
safety [7, 8]. Vehicular networks are becoming a reality 
that will enable a variety of applications such as safe-
ty, traffic efficiency, and infotainment. There has been 
significant interest and progress in the field of VANETs 
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over the past years which can provide a range of appli-
cations to improve safety, efficiency and convenience 
in transportation by means of Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) 
and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications 
[9]. Milanes et al. [10] analyze V2V communication 
system in which the activation of braking is based on 
the measurement of two variables: the distance be-
tween the vehicles and acceleration of the leading ve-
hicle. Failure probability is checked during driving with 
adaptive cruise control system. Negative effects of the 
parasitic time delays and lags on the motorcade stabil-
ity have been investigated [11].
Collective safety applications are based on the 
frequent exchange of short status messages, also 
known as beacons by the vehicles. In VANETs, which 
are based on IEEE 802.11p protocol [12, 13], beacons 
are broadcast periodically by each vehicle. Beacons 
carry the information about the vehicle, such as its 
position, velocity, acceleration and messages content 
type. According to several situations, three types of 
safety messages [14] are normally assigned: Informa-
tion Message (IM), Warning Message (WM) and Emer-
gency Message (EM).
The mission of IM is announcement of driving in-
formation, such as information about traffic jams on 
some road segments to direct the driver to the fastest 
and least congested road. WM should be sent to ad-
vertise an important event on the road but not immedi-
ate (critical) danger. The mission of EM is immediate 
danger notification. This type of messages is sent in 
case of accidents, very bad road condition, such as 
ice, fog etc.
The analysis of the published papers that failed to 
detect work with safety messaging issue is addressed 
holistically, in relation to the vehicle dynamic proper-
ties and the driver’s individual properties. This paper 
presents a comprehensive study of VANET as a warn-
ing service system to prevent accidents by alerting driv-
ers about accidents and dangerous road conditions. In 
short, this study seeks to answer the question: when 
and under what conditions the EM sent by V2V system 
reaches the final target to help in preventing serious 
accidents, such as multi-vehicle collisions.
This paper consists of a short review of vehicle 
braking, motorcade of moving vehicles and vehicle 
communication model used in further analysis. Emer-
gency braking is presented by two scenarios, with and 
without communication system, and according to this, 
the calculations of time to collision and residual veloci-
ty by the vehicle number in motorcade are established.
2. BASICS OF VEHICLE BRAKING
The vehicle braking deceleration is an important 
indicator reflecting vehicle braking performance. The 
deceleration value is often expressed by the formula:
a gn=- , (1)
where: g is the acceleration of gravity (g = 9.81 m/s2); 
n  is the vehicle coefficient of friction which depends 
on the properties of vehicle tires, road type and weath-
er conditions.
Assuming that the deceleration remains constant 
during braking time T, the residual velocity is:
v t T v t g Tn+ = -] ]g g , (2)
The variation of velocity during braking time T:
v v t v t T g TnD = - + =] ]g g6 @ . (3)
By this assumption, path travelled during time T:
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where v v t0 0= ] g  is initial velocity of the vehicle.
The stopping time TsD  during which the vehicle 
completely stops ( v t T 0s0 D+ =] g ) in emergency brak-








The stopping distance Xs nD ^ h  is the distance run 
by a vehicle with initial speed v0  after brakes run to 
full stopping. Theoretical stopping distance is calcu-
lated using the following formula:
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The values of stopping time TsD  and stopping dis-
tance XsD  are theoretical values established only on 
the basis of the laws of physics from the moment when 
the brakes are activated. The total stopping time and 
the total stopping distance are Ts  and Ds  and they are 
calculated from the moment when the driver notices 
an obstacle to the vehicle full stopping. In this time 
span, additional driver perception-reaction time and 
vehicle reaction time decreases:
T T t ts s re prD= + + , (7)
where tre  is time required to recognize the obstacle as 
a hazard; tpr  is the pre-braking time. This is the period 
of time that elapses between the moment the hazard 
is recognized and the start of braking:
.t 0 5pr r u a sx x x x= + + + , (8)
where rx  is the driver’s reaction time; ux  is the trans-
fer time during the time it takes the driver to put foot 
on the brake pedal; ax  is the brake response time; sx  
is the pressure build-up time [2].
The time required to recognize the obstacle as a 
hazard varies within the range of 0.2–0.6 s. The pre-
braking time of individual drivers varies within the 
range of 0.75–1.5 s [15]. According to other sources, 
the driver’s reaction time is 0.6–1.2 s. The vehicle 
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maximum (emergency) deceleration depends on the 
road type and weather conditions, on vehicle type and 
road conditions [16, 17]. Depending on the vehicle 
weight and size as well as the road conditions (dry, wet, 
snowy, icy), emergency braking friction coefficients en  
may vary theoretically from 1.0 to 0.1. Some papers 
introduce additional vehicle safety indicator – tire con-
dition .0 1 1l = -^ h  [18], which reduces the coefficient 
of friction. In this paper this coefficient is used as con-
stant for all vehicles of motorcade. Therefore, when 
counting driver reaction time and the response time 
of the brake system, the vehicle stopping distance is:
D v t t X v t t g
v
2s re pr s re pr e0 0
0
2
n lD= + + = + +^ ^h h . (9)
The next important safety indicator is the distance 
or spacing between the following vehicles d ,i i 1+ . Safe 
following distance (safe following gap, safe inter-dis-
tance) is often defined as the minimal inter-distance to 
avoid a rear-end collision under unpredictable actions 
of the preceding vehicle. Safe following distances vary 
depending on what speed you are travelling at, what 
conditions you are driving in and what type of vehicle 
you are driving. In most cases, a driver in a vehicle 
should drive at least two seconds (sometimes three) 
behind the vehicle in front, in ideal conditions.
D vsf s$ i= , (10)
where si  is the safe time gap. This time gap shall be 
2 3si = - s.
3. MOTORCADE OF VEHICLES ON 
MOTORWAY
Consider a platoon of vehicles Ci , Ci 1+ , ... , Ci j+ , 
... (j = 1, 2, ... , n) running on the highway in a string 
(Figure 1). For each vehicle, the following is defined: 
Li  – the i-th vehicle length, x ti ] g , v ti ] g , a ti ] g  – the 
position, velocity, and acceleration of the i-th vehicle, 
respectively, on the road at time t.
As shown in Figure 1, the spacing between the ve-
hicles Ci  and Ci 1+  is:
d x x L,i i i i i1 1= - -+ + , (11)
The total distance D ,i i j+  between vehicles Ci  and 
Ci j+  is expressible through the spaces between the ve-
hicles and lengths of vehicles:













/ / . (12)
This paper analyzes two scenarios of vehicle brak-
ing. The first scenario – as is the current practice, 
where vehicles are not equipped with VANET systems. 
The second scenario, when the vehicles are equipped 
with radio communication system VANET. For the anal-
ysis of emergency stop of vehicles, we chose a passive 
obstacle. It can be seen, but cannot send any alarm.
4. SIMPLE V2V SYSTEM MODEL
Relevant V2V system model contains VANET in ve-
hicles Ci , Ci 1+ , ... , Ci j+ , ... (j = 1, 2, ... , n). The chosen 
V2V communication model is based on beacon mes-
sages. Beacon messages are broadcast periodically 
and inform the neighbouring vehicles of their exis-
tence. Every beacon message contains unique vehicle 
identifier, a time stamp, vehicle’s position, velocity, 
acceleration. In an emergency, V2V system sends the 
alarm message.
Delivery latency and reliability of EM are critical 
performance measures of V2V system.
The message sent by vehicle Ci  to the neighboring 
vehicles gets to them a little later. This message delay 
depends on the channel bandwidth and the distance 
between vehicles. Research results [18] show that at 
short range (up to 100 m) direct (without repeater) 
transfer takes 0.133-0.266 ms. As can be seen, the 
physical transmission times are quite small.
If the first communication is unsuccessful and EM 
is accepted on the repeated broadcasting, an addition-
al delay appears. In VANETs based on IEEE 802.11p 
protocol, it conforms to beacon repetition period equal 
to 100 ms. Each additional EM repetition should add 
a delay of 100 ms.
The reliability of transmission of beacon messages 
as well as emergency messages depends on the dis-
tance between vehicles and on additional obstacles 
between V2V as well as on the absence (Line of Sight 
(LOS) conditions) or existence (NLOS conditions) of any 
additional obstacles between V2V stations. In NLOS 
conditions the receiver gets only the reflected waves 
and the connection is less reliable. According to [19], 
the reliability of successful transmission of beacon 
C i+1
xi+j ( )t xi( )t






Figure 1 - Vehicle following model
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upon LOS conditions, when the distances are small 
(up to 25 m), is 0.84-0.91. When the distance between 
vehicles is 150 m, the reliability of successful trans-
mission of beacon falls down to 0.49-0.61.
In this paper, we confine ourselves strictly to the 
idealized model of V2V system; all EM transmissions 
are considered successful and their delays not ex-
ceeding 100 ms.
5. EMERGENCY BRAKING
Suppose that under poor visibility conditions (fog 
or snow) on the road, a substantial obstacle that can-
not be bypassed or avoided (Figure 2a) occurred. The 
position of this obstacle is xc . The drivers having no-
ticed this obstacle begin to stop and the vehicle queue 
stops, as shown in Figure 2b. In this situation, if a part 
of the vehicles collide, there may be other possible 
bad consequences.
Assume that a driver of the leading vehicle C1  be-
ing in point x t1 0] g  at time t0  noticed an obstacle on 
the road. At this point, the rest of the way to the ob-
stacle equals:
d t d x x t, , c0 1 0 0 1 1 0= = -] ]g g . (13)
Potentially possible braking distance for vehicle C2  
is longer (Figure 2a) and equals:
d t d x x t L d d, , , ,c0 2 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 1 1 2= = - - = +] ]g g . (14)
Accordingly, the possible braking distance for ve-
hicle Cj  is:
d t d d, , ,j j k k
k
j




] g / . (15)
These theoretically possible braking distances are 
established for the conditional moment t0 , i.e. the mo-
ment when a driver of the leading vehicle C1  noticed 
an obstacle on the road. It is considered that a driver 
of the j-th vehicle could not see the obstacle directly, 
so they begin braking somewhat later – at moment tbj , 
when they notice that the vehicle ahead begins brak-
ing suddenly or receive a warning signal through V2V 
system. Prior to moment tbj, the initial velocity v0  of all 
vehicles is the same. So, the stopping distance of the 
j-th vehicle decreases and becomes equal to:
d t d t v t t,j bj j bj0 0 0 0= - -^ ] ^h g h . (16)
As it may be seen, the said stopping distance de-
pends on the location (position number) of the vehicle 
in the motorcade and on the real delay of the begin-
ning of braking that, in its turn, depends on the chosen 
scenario – with or without VANET system.
5.1 Time series of emergency stop of vehicles
As mentioned above, the driver of the leading ve-
hicle C1  was able to see the obstacle at time t0 . The 
actual emergency braking begins a bit later, as each 
driver needs time to recognize an obstacle as hazard 
and to react to it. First stopping is initiated by the vehi-
cle driver and is fully autonomous. The actual braking 
starts when the driver understands that it is necessary 
to stop at the moment:
t t t tb re pr1 0= + + , (17)
where tre  is time required to recognize the obstacle 
as a hazard; tpr  is the pre-braking time, including 
driver’s reaction and brake system response times 
(Equation 8). In this case, VANET equipment causes 
no influence.
The obstacle is not visible in advance to other driv-
ers. Start of other ( C2 , C3 , ...) vehicles braking de-
pends upon whether they are equipped with VANET 
or not. These two scenarios resulted in differing initial 
conditions for the emergency braking.
In the first scenario (without VANET), stopping con-
ditions of vehicles C2 , C3 , ... are identical to those of 
vehicle C1 . The driver of vehicle Cj  (j = 2, 3, …) be-
gins to stop only when they notice that vehicle Cj 1- , 
which they follow suddenly stops (here assumed that 
the driver of vehicle Cj  can only see vehicle Cj 1-  stop, 














Figure 2 - Motorcade on freeway
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This results in braking time sequence, which fur-
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where t trej prj+  is the total response time of the driver 
and the braking system of the j-th vehicle.
As can be seen, in this case, the start of braking 
time of Cj  vehicle increases with vehicle position num-
ber.
In the second scenario (with VANET), where the ve-
hicles are equipped with radio communication system 
VANET, when vehicle C1  starts suddenly stopping, at 
time t t t tbV V reV prV1 0 1 1= + +  vehicle C1  sends the Emer-
gency Message (EM).
Assume that drivers of vehicles C2 , C3 , ... when 
they heard EM immediately start to stop. In this case, 
all drivers who heard the EM begin to stop practically 
at the same time. In this case, times required for driv-
ers of vehicles C2 , C3 , ... to recognize the obstacle 
as a hazard are replaced by EM transmission time. 
Drivers of the said vehicles respond to EM, not to the 
obstacle, so the driver’s response time rx  remains in 
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= + + =
 (19)
where tdjV  is the EM transmission time to vehicle Cj .
Comparing the braking time sequences (18) and 
(19) it is found that VANET system can reduce the de-
lay of applying the brakes in a motorcade at size:





D = - = + + - + +
=
^ _h i/ ,
  , ,j 2 3 f=  (20)
The stopping time of the first vehicle does not 
depend on the presence of VANET, so t tV0 0=  and 
t tb bV1 1= . Upon taking the said into account:








fD = + - - =
=
^ h/  (21)
If tre  and tpr  are the same for all vehicles of the 
motorcade, the installed V2V system may reduce the 
delay of the moment when vehicle Cj  of the motor-
cade begins stopping by the following value:
t j t t t t1bjV re pr djV prjVD = - + - -^ ^h h . (22)
As seen, the installed VANET system eliminates the 
response time of the drivers and the brake systems of 
j 1-  vehicles.
5.2 Actual distance to collision
The actual possible distance of vehicle Cj  to colli-
sion is expressed as a sum of the distances between 
vehicles formed at moment tbj , when vehicle Cj  be-
gins braking. The actual distance to collision of the 
first vehicle C1  depends only on the initial distance 
d t,0 1 0] g  at moment t0  and the distance covered by 
the vehicle for the generalized reaction time of the 
driver and the vehicle v t tre pr0 1 1+^ h , and equals:
d t d t v t t,b re pr1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1= - +] ] ^g g h . (23)
The actual distance to collision of the second ve-
hicle C2  depends on the initial distances d t,0 1 0] g  and 
d t,1 2 0] g  and on the reaction time of the drivers of vehi-
cle C1  and vehicle C2 , respectively. However, the mo-
ment of beginning of braking by vehicle C2  depends 
on the presence of V2V system in the first vehicle. So, 
if the first or the second scenario is chosen, each case 
should be analyzed individually.
In the first scenario, the actual distance to collision 
for the second vehicle is:
d t d t d t v t t t t, ,b re re pr pr2 2 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 2= + - + + +] ] ] ^g g g h . 
 (24)
Similarly, the actual distance to collision for the j-th 
vehicle is expressed as:
d t d t v t t, , ,j bj k k
k
j









^ ] ^h g h/ / , , ,j 2 3 f=  
 (25)
where t trej prj+  is the total response time of the driver 
and the brake system of the j-th vehicle.
Let’s suppose that all vehicles keep the safe dis-
tance d t v,k k s1 0 0 $ i=- ] g , that the lengths of the ve-
hicles are the same and equal to L, their pre-braking 
times are the same and the reaction times of all driv-
ers are the same as well. A simple expression of the 
actual distance to collision is found:
d t d t j v j v t t1,j bj s re pr0 1 0 0 0$ $ $i= + - - +^ ] ^ ^h g h h ,
  , ,j 2 3 f=  (26)
In the second scenario when the vehicles are 
equipped with radio communication system VANET, 
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  , ,j 2 3 f=  (27)
It is considered that pre-braking times are the 
same for both scenarios, i.e. t tprj prjV= . When all ve-
hicles keep the safe distance d t v,k k s1 0 0 $ i=- ] g , the 
lengths of the vehicles are the same and equal to L, 
their pre-braking times are the same and the reaction 
times of all drivers are the same, the actual distance 
to collision is found from the following expression:
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d t d t j v v t t t1 2,jV bj s re pr djV0 1 0 0 0$ $ i= + - - + +^ ] ^ _h g h i ,
  , ,j 2 3 f=  (28)
On comparing the scenario without VANET and the 
scenario with VANET, the differences of the actual dis-
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If we suppose that the reaction times of all driv-
ers are the same, the following expression for the dif-
ference of the actual distances to collision will be ob-
tained:
d t v j t j t t1 2jV bj re pr djV0D = - + - -^ ^ ^h h h7 A . (30)
This equation could be changed as follows:
d t v j t t t t t2jV bj re pr djV re pr0D = + - + +^ ^ _h h i7 A . (31)
It may be seen from the above that with the grow-
ing velocity and the position number of vehicles, the 
difference of the actual distances to collision grows 
linearly.
As seen in the second scenario, when the vehi-
cles are equipped with radio communication system 
VANET, the difference of the actual distances to colli-
sion grows with the growing of the position number of 
a vehicle in the motorcade.
6. CRASH AVOIDANCE CONDITIONS
Vehicle Cj  will avoid a collision, if its residual dis-
tance d tj bj^ h  equals to or exceeds its physical stop-
ping distance XD  expressed by formula (6):
d t X g
v
2j bj s e
0
2
$ n lD =^ h . (32)
Upon the conditions of the first scenario, the resid-
ual distance d tj bj^ h  is described by expression (25). 
When pre-braking times of all vehicles are the same 
and the reaction times of all drivers are the same as 
well, the following inequation is obtained:
d t j v j v t t g
v1 2, s re pr e0 1 0 0 0
0
2
$ $ $ $i n l+ - - +] ^ ^g h h ,
  , ,j 2 3 f= . (33)
From the inequation, the sought natural number j 























Upon the conditions of the second scenario, the re-
sidual distance d tj bj^ h  is described by formula (28); on 
using it, an analogous inequation is obtained:
d t j v v t t t g
v1 2 2,
V
s re pr dj
V
e
0 1 0 0 0
0
2
$ $ $i n l+ - - + +] _ _g i i ,
 (35)
Then j is expressed as follows:
j v
g
v v d t v t t t2 2,V
s
e





0 0 1 0 0
$
i
n l i+ - + + +] _g i
. (36)
All vehicles with the position numbers j in the mo-
torcade that satisfy the conditions of equations (34) or 
(36) will avoid a crash. The lowest of these numbers 
hereafter are marked Js  and JsV  respectively. Several 
examples are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 - The lowest position number of vehicle in 
motorcade avoiding the crash
v0 , 
km/h
50 60 70 80 90 100 Conditions
Js
3 4 5 5 6 6 snowy, .a 2 5i =  m/s2
2 2 3 3 3 4 wet, .a 5 5i =  m/s2
2 2 2 3 3 3 dry, .a 7 5i =  m/s2
JsV
2 2 2 3 3 3 snowy, .a 2 5i =  m/s2
2 3 3 3 3 3 wet, .a 5 5i =  m/s2
2 2 3 3 3 3 dry, .a 7 5i =  m/s2
6.1 Time to collision
Vehicle C1  may stop before encountering an obsta-
cle, if the distance to the obstacle d Ds0 $  is no less 
than stopping distance given by (9). If the distance 
to the obstacle d0  is less than the stopping distance 
( d D< s0 ), an accident will occur, i.e. the vehicle will 
encounter an obstacle. The time to collision TC1  of ve-









n l- = ] g . (37)
From this equation, time to collision is calculated:
T g










- - ] g
. (38)
Negative value under the root means that the dis-
tance between vehicles is larger than necessary to 
avoid collision.
For other vehicles, time to collision is calculated 
according to formula (38) where d tb1 1] g  is replaced 
by d tj bj^ h :
, , ,T g
v v g d t
j J
2












On analyzing time to collision of vehicle Cj  in the 
first scenario, variable d tj bj^ h  is described by expres-
sion (25) and on analyzing its time to collision in the 
second scenario, the said variable is described by for-
mula (28).
When pre-braking times of all vehicles are the 
same and the reaction times of all drivers are the 
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same as well, time to collision of vehicle Cj  in the first 
scenario is:
T g
v v g d t j v j v t t2 1,
cj
e
e s re pr0 0
2




- - + - - +] ^ ^g h h7 A
,
  , ,j J2 3 < sf=  (40)
In the second scenario, time to collision of vehicle 
Cj  is:
T g












- - + - - + +] ^ _g h i7 A
,
  , ,j J2 3 < sVf=  (41)
Time to collision gaining upon different road condi-
tions is shown in Figure 3. It is a graphical image of the 
difference between the values calculated according to 
formulas (40) and (41):
, , ,T T T j 2 3cj cjV cj fD = - =  (42)
where d 200 =  m, .2 0i =  m, L 5=  m, .t 0 4re =  s, 
.t 0 75pr =  s, .t 0 13djV =  s. Zeros in Figure 3 means that 
the collision is avoided and growing columns mean the 
increasing time to collision because of the VANET sys-
tem effect.
The key effect of the communication system be-
tween vehicles in a motorcade is caused by elimina-
tion of the time for recognizing an obstacle by a driver. 
In this case, the driver needs no time to recognize traf-
fic danger, so onlytheir ordinary reaction to emergency 
signal (EM) remains. So, the effect of VANET system is 
higher when the time for recognizing an obstacle by a 
driver is longer, for example, in conditions of poor vis-
ibility. The system is particularly efficient in the traffic 
scenarios where high velocities and monotonous driv-
ing conditions prevail. In such cases, drivers are not 
ready to meet unexpected obstacles and their reaction 
to dangerous traffic situations is delayed.
In Figure 3, specific traffic conditions are shown. In 
the case shown in Figure 3a, when the pavement is slip-
pery, the maximum differences of times to collision are 
obtained. If the initial velocity is 90-130 km/h, VANET 
system enables the fourth and the fifth vehicles of the 
motorcade to gain 5.4-6.8 s of the time to collision. 
Upon the condition of wet road (Figure 3b), a higher 
gain in the time to collision was found for the third ve-
hicle of the motorcade, when the velocity starts from 
110 km/h.
6.2 Emergency residual velocity
Emergency residual velocity characterizes the ve-
hicle speed or amount of energy on the moment of the 
vehicle collision. At the end of period TC1 , emergency 
residual velocity is calculated according to formula 
(17) and is equal to:
v v g Tec e c1 0 0 1n l= - . (43)
The obtained expression of emergency residual ve-
locity veC1  is:
v v g d t2ec e j bj1 02 n l= - ^ h . (44)
Analogously, the emergency residual velocity of ve-
hicle Cj  is calculated according to formula (44), where 
values of d0  are replaced by values d tj bj^ h  calculat-
ed according to formulas (25) and (27), respectively. 
When pre-braking times of all vehicles are the same 
and the reaction times of all drivers are the same as 
well, we obtain:
v v g d t j v j v t t2 1,ecj e s re pr02 0 1 0 0 0$ $n l i= - + - - +] ^ ^g h h7 A ,
  , ,j 2 3 f=  (45)
v v g d t j v v t t t2 1 2,ecjV e s re pr djV02 0 1 0 0 0$n l i= - + - - + +] ^ _g h i7 A ,
  , ,j 2 3 f=  (46)
Figure 4 shows the emergency residual velocity of 
specific vehicle of the motorcade without and with 
VANET system. The initial driving conditions are cho-




























































Figure 3 - Gaining of time T to collision affected byD cj
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On comparing the graphs for cases without and 
with VANET system, an evident effect of the commu-
nication can be observed. For snowy road conditions 
(Figure 4a), only four cases of reaching the obstacle by 
the vehicle at the velocity of 0 km/h, i.e. avoiding colli-
sion, are shown. Under the same conditions, the sixth 
and the seventh vehicles of the motorcade equipped 
with VANET system will reach the obstacle safely in 
all cases under analysis. In dry asphalt conditions, a 
danger (in the presence of the communication system) 
was established only for the second vehicle of the mo-
torcade; it also exists for the third vehicle when the 
velocity exceeds 150 km/h.
7. CONCLUSION
The paper examines possible influence of VANET 
system on collisions of a motorcade. After an analysis 
a) without VANET with VANET
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of the cases of distance to possible collision and time 
to possible collision as well as the dependence of the 
residual velocity on the position number of the vehicle 
in a motorcade and the initial driving conditions, the 
conclusions were formulated.
In modern highway running, many vehicles are in-
volved, the distances between them are quite small, 
and in the event of unexpected obstacles, the key fac-
tor that prevents severe crashes is an early warning of 
an obstacle. VANET system here can be quite effective.
Every vehicle will escape a possible collision if the 
warning message of an obstacle on the road reaches 
the driver early enough when the rest of the road to 
obstacle is sufficient for the vehicle to stop. This rule 
applies to any vehicle in a motorcade, regardless of 
the local position in the queue to the obstacle.
When the residual distance to the obstacle is less 
than the stopping distance, the vehicle cannot avoid 
collision, but the consequences of collision may be 
mitigated. The crucial aim of configuration of the com-
munication between vehicles is elimination of the time 
needed to recognize an obstacle as a hazard (that de-
pends on the driver) from the total stopping time. The 
shorter duration of emergency message transmission, 
the shorter is the pre-braking time. The physiological 
reaction of the driver to EM remains.
On comparing the differences of the times to col-
lision in the presence and absence of the communi-
cation system, the maximum gain was observed upon 
the conditions of poor adherence with the road. The 
time gain of the second vehicle of the motorcade is 
small, as compared with the gains of the successive 
vehicles where the introduction of VANET system may 
cause an additional gain of 6.8 s. The difference of 
the residual velocities before collision clearly charac-
terizes the potential damage that may be caused by 
a possible traffic event. If the communication system 
is introduced in vehicles and if all drivers keep a safe 
distance, even the second or third vehicle of the mo-
torcade will absolutely avoid a possible collision. How-
ever, VANET system does not guarantee absolute road 
traffic safety. Developing safety systems of road traffic 
the obstacles identification radars and other devices 
should be integrated together with VANET system.
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SANTRAUKA 
 
TRANSPORTO PRIEMONIŲ KOMUNIKAСIJOS 
SISTEMOS ĮTAKOS EISMO SRAUTŲ JUDĖJIMUI 
AVARINĖMIS SITUACIJOMIS ANALIZĖ
Šis straipsnis yra paremtas avarinėje situacijoje kolona 
judančių transporto priemonių komunikacijos sistemos an-
alize. Analize siekiama atsakyti į klausimą kada, kokiomis 
sąlygomis transporto priemonių tarpusavio komunikacijos 
sistemos siunčiamas avarinis signalas pasiekia gavėją ir 
padeda apsisaugoti nuo tokių eismo įvykių, kaip masiniai 
susidūrimai. Pagrindiniais automobilio stabdymo principais 
paremtas skaičiavimo modelis leidžia nustatyti laiką iki gal-
imo susidūrimo ir automobilio likutinį greitį. Skaičiavimuose 
priimamos vidutinės vairuotojo reakcijos laiko reikšmės 
ir laikoma, kad avarinis signalas siunčiamas be trikdžių. 
Parinkus skirtingas kelio ir važiavimo sąlygas nustatoma, 
kuri kolonos transporto priemonė ekstremalaus stabdymo 
metu suspės sustoti iki galimos kliūties. Pateikiamas trans-
porto priemonių su komunikacijos sistema ir be jos palygini-
mas.
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transporto priemonių komunikacija; stabdymas; avarinis 
sustojimas; laikas iki susidūrimo; likutinis greitis;
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